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T hank you for participating in Achieve Lacrosse 's Coaches Clinics. Th is drill manua l is a compila tion of drills acquired 
by Achieve Lacrosse coaches over many years of teaching the game of women's lacrosse. \X!e are thankful for all those 
who contribu ted to the making of this manual and hope you enjoy these drills as muc h as our coaches do. 
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Drill N ame: Full Field Cutting Shuttles 

Emphasis: Basic stickwork executed at full speed; full field cutting and communication 
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Set Up: Eight lines of players (minimum o f two players in each line); two 
lines behind the cage on each end o f the field and four lines at the 50 yard 
line; balls start behind the cage or from a goal keeper clear 

Action: Players pass and follow their pass to the next line; drill starts simultaneously on each end of the field and 
players' complete thr ee to four counte r-clockwise rotations; then the drill resets and the balls move clockwis e 
(forcing more off hand cuts and catches). 

Variations: 

• Add a second and third ball 
• Add trail defense (or defenders) to each line so that players are catching and throwing un der pressure 

• Make the last pass a 1 v 1 to goal 

Drill Name: 300 Yard Shuttle Sprints 

Emphasi s: Speed , agility, endurance and change of direction 
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Set Up: Iden tify 25 yards with lines on the field or cones; Divide the team 
into gro ups of three players; two of the players have a ball an d stand abo ut 
five yards outside the designa ted end line (these players are referred to as 
" post players") 

Action: T he player without the ball will begin her timed 300 yard shuttle on the whi stle; she will sprint back and 
forth touching each end line while receiving a pass from each pos t player. (player should receive the pass, pass back 
to the post player, and then touch the end line with her hand.) O nce the player has received six passes from each 
post, she will have completed the 300 yard shut tle. Stop the clock and record the time . Reset the drill for the next 
player. 

Variations: 

• Vary the stickwor k (dominant, non -domin ant , one-hand, off- side) to increase the difficulty 

• Eliminate a ball from one of the post players for over-the-s houlder catching 
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Drill Name: Full Field Sprint Drill
 

Emphasis: Endurance, full-field sprinting and stickwork executed at full speed 
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Set Up: Divide the team into groups of seven or eight. Each team sets up as 
follows: three or four players on the end line with a pile of balls, one player 
each at the 30 yard line, 50 yard line, opposite 30 yard line and far end line. 
(T he drill can also start with a goal keeper clear.) 

Action: This drill is essentially a shuttle line; the first player on the end line (with the pile of balls) picks up a ball 
and passes to the player at the 30 yard line, who turns and passes to the player cutting back to her from the 50 yard 
line; the ball moves to each consecutive player. The player who passes, follows her pass to replace at the next line. 
Start the next ball from the end line aft er two passes, as players replace, at each line, they should turn back towards 
the end line and await the next ball. Once the ball reaches the player at opposite end line, the player completes a 100 
yard sprint and passes her ball to the next person on the end line. T he drill continues until each player has 
completed four full-field sprin ts and each player returns to her starting po sition. 

Variations: 

• Make it a competition between teams 

• Vary the stick work (dominant, non-dominant, one-hand, off-side) to increase the difficulty 

Drill Name: Speed Ladder Star Drill 

Emphasis: Increase foot speed, timed cuts, passing and catching on the move 
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Set Up: Seven ladders (or any odd number greater than five) angled out from 
the center circle; a line of players (minim um of three players) behind each 
ladder. Start with one ball and then progress to multiple balls 

Action: Start by designating the footwork drill in the ladder; once a player exists the ladder, she passes to the person 
wh o is exiting the ladder that is two spots away. Players rotate one ladder to the right. 

Variations: 

• Vary the stickwork (dominant, non-dominant, one-hand, off-side) to increase the difficulty 

• Vary the footwork through the ladder (add lateral or backwards footwork sequences) 
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Drill Name: X Drill Weave
 

Emphasis: Change of spee d and direction , lateral mo vement and off-ball cutting 

Set Up: Set up cones in a zig zag pattern acro ss the width of the field. Create 
patterns of cutting and passing - varying the direction o f the cuts and 
footwork and the stickwork 

Action: Two lines of players will start on the sideline, each with a pile o f balls (alterna ting the line that starts with 
the ball). O ne player will pick up a ball; both players will weave in and out o f the cones and will make a pass in the 
middle where the two line intersec t between cones. 

Variations: 

•	 Instead of leading passes where the players intersect, try flip passes or behind the back passes to increase 
the level of difficulty 

•	 In stead of crisscrossing at the cones, players can pass and then change direction 

Drill Name: Quad Burner Hill Shuttles 

Emphasis: Speed, endurance, strength training, and stickwork 
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Action: Pass and replace 

Variations: 

•	 Vary the stickwork (dominant, no n-dominant, one-hand, o ff-side) to increase the difficulty 

•	 Find different hills to change the degree o f difficulty 
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Drill N arne: 8M Box 

Emphasis: Q uick passing, 8M footwork , cutting and co mmunica tion 

Set Up: Eight players: four feeder s, two attackers and two defenders; 
balls sho uld be with each of the four feeders; the four feeders should 
form a box around the 8M 
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Action: XI goes through the agility ladder and receives a pass from each of the four feeders; th e defender, 0 1 

shadows the play until the attacker , XI , gets the fourth and final feed. Once the attacker catches the ball, the play is 
a live 1 v 1 to goal. 

Variations: 
•	 Allow the attack to vary the passing patt ern so that the defense has to mirror the attack 

•	 Allow the attack to choose how many feeds to receive so that the defenders are not aware when the 
attacker will go to goal 

Drill N arne: 50 Yard Chase Sprints 

Emphasis: Ch ange of speed and direction, off-ball awareness, and throwing and catching under pressure 
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Set Up: Fo ur cones placed in a square app roximately 2S yard apart; divide the 
team int o two gro ups (one in white and on e in blue). There should be a line 
of white and a line of blue at two cones diagonally from one another. 1\ coach 
should be placed at each of the two open cones . O ne o f the coac hes has a 
bucket o f balls; the other coac h has an empty bucket. 

Action: O n the first whistle, a member of the white team sprints toward the coach with the bucket of balls 
(clockwise-direction), receives a pass from the coach, rounds the corner and passes to her teammates in the 
opposite corner. The player who receiv es the pass carries the ball and passes it to the second coach and then 
sprints 2S yards until they reach their next teammate. At the second whi stle, which is blown approximately three 
seconds after the first, a player on the blue team sprints and chases the first player, trying to pressure the catch and 
throw. The game continues until a player on the blue team causes a turnover (when th e attacker has the ball) or tags 
the player (when the attacker doe sn't have the ball). The drill resets with team s switching role s. 

Variations: 
•	 Vary the stick work (dominant, non-dominant, one-hand, off-side) to increase the difficulty 

•	 Vary the distance between con es to increase the pressure o f throwing and catching 
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DRILLS
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Drill N arne: Northwestern Dodging Drills
 

Emphasis: D odging in a tight, confined space, stick protection, and dynamic footwork 

Set Up 2 Set Up 1 

Description of Drill: There are two set ups for N orthwestern D odging Drill s 
Set up 1: The drill is set up from behind the cage with one line of attackers and a pile o f balls. Players can either 
star t with the stick in their dominant or non-dominant hand. If a player starts with her right hand up, the first 
dodge is at the low, right cone (#2 in the diagram). She then carries the ball behin d the cage, up the 8M with her 
stick in her left hand and dodges at top left cone (# 4). Players can either roll inside or rocker step at the top cone 
and take a sho t on cage. Players who star t with their sticks in the left hand sho uld perform the first dodge at the 
low, left cone (#1 in the diagram) and then carry the ball with their sticks in their right hands up the 8M and dodge 
at the top right cone (# 3). Again, players roll the crease and take a shot. 

Set Up 2: T he drill is set up at the top of the 12M at the line of center with one line of attackers and a pile of balls. 
The first player in line picks up a ball. She will perform a face or split dodge at the top cone (#1 in the diagram); if 
her stick is in her right hand, she will then dodge at both of the yellow con es (# 2 and # 5). Lastly, she will make one 
final dodge at the top of the 8M (#6 in the diagram) before taking a sho t on cage. If the player' s stick is in her left 
hand after her dodge at con e #1, she will dodge at the orange cones (#3 and # 4) before dodging at #6 and taking a 
sho t on cage. 

Variations: 

• Add a defender at the last con e to make it a 1 v 1 

Coach's Notes: 
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Drill N arne: 3 Line Shooting Drill
 

Emphasis: Shooting and feeding from various points in the 8M 
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Description of Drill: The 3 Line Shooting Drill is a continuous feeding and shooting drill. There is one line at the 
top, in between the 8M and 12M, one line on the elbow of the 8M, and one line behind the cage (opposite the line 
on the corner of the 8M.) Low Line C feeds Line A - Line A catches and shoots. The person who fed Line A then 
curls around the front of the crease looking for a feed from Line B. Line B feeds Line C; Line C catches and 
shoots. The drill continues with another feed from Line C to Line A. Line C rotates to the Line B, Line B rotates 
to Line A, and Line A rotates down to Line C. The players feeding in lines C and B should always have their feet 
moving. The drill can be replicated on opposite side; line A remains at the top, line B moves to the opposite elbow 
and line C moves to the other side of the crease (opposite line B). 

Variations: 

•	 Make it a competitive shooting drill. If a player drops the ball or does not score a goal, they become
 
permanent feeders in line B. Last player standing wins!
 

Coach's Notes: 
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Drill N arne: Double Helix
 

Emphasis: Shooting and feeding from various points in the 8M 

Description of Drill: Double Helix is set up with four lines o f shooters; two behind the goal on either side o f the 
crease and two lines up top between the 8M and the 12M. Ea ch line has a pile of balls. Line B feeds diagonally 
acro ss to Line C. Line C catches and shoots. The Line B player who fed waits for the shot, then wraps behind the 
goal and receives a feed from Line A. Line B catches and shoot s. The Line A player who fed cuts int o the 8M and 
receives a feed from Line D. Line A catches and shoots. The Line D player who fed waits for the shot , then wraps 
behind the goa l and receives a feed from Line C. Line D catch es and shoots. The drill continues in the same low 
feed to high sho t, high feed to low shot pattern . 

Variations: 

•	 Add defenders 
•	 Change the passing sequence; i.e. upon receiving pass from line B, player in line C passes to line A wh o 

feeds the crease attacker 

Coach's Notes: 
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Drill Name: Tandem Cuts 

Emphasis: Off-ball aware ness, timing of cuts, and feeding on the move 

Description of Drill: T he Ta ndem Cut Drill is set up with two coaches or players behind the goal line extended 
with piles of balls. Two lines of players are lined up diagonally acro ss from the feeders. The feeders pass the ball 
diagonally to the cutting player, Xl. Xl drive s to the goal, fakes a shot, then continues beyond the face o f the goal, 
turns and feeds the second cutter, X 2• X2 shoots the ball. Drill is then replicated on the opposite side. 

Variations: 
• Set up receiving/ shooting lines at different spot s around the 8M 

• Add defenders on the feeders to pressure the pass 

Coach's Notes: 
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Drill Name: Dodge, Fade, Feed 

Emphasis: Ball movement, timing of cuts, and finishing shots off of feeds 
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Description of Drill: Dodge, fade, feed is set up with three lines - two high, outside the 8M, at the second inside 
hashes extended; the third line is set up low, on the left side of the crease. The pile of balls should be placed in the 
high, left line. The first player, Xl, picks up a ball and dodges down the right side of the 8M. She passes to the 
attacker in the low line, X 2, who is cutting up to the ball (asking for it with her outside hand up). X 2 fades around 
the crease, carrying the ball behind the cage and feeds a backdoor-cutting attacker from the top right line, X 3. Each 
player rotates one line to the right. The pattern continues. 

Variations: 
• Reverse the direction of the drill by moving the pile of balls to the high, right line and moving the low 

feeding line to the left side of the goal. (The dodge, feed, backdoor cut and shot should be lefty.) 

• Add a trail defender on the cutter to add pressure on the catch and shot 

• Add a defender on the low attacker to add pressure on the feed 

Coach's Notes: 
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Drill N arne: Approach Drill 

Emphasis: 1 v 1 offensive strategies including: dodging, footwor k and stick prot ection; 1 v 1 defensive strategies 
including: approaching an attacker, breaking down footwork, making contact, forcing, and communication 
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Description of Drill: T o set up the Approach Drill , line up the attackers on the line of center in between the 8M 
and 12M. T he defenders are placed just below goal line extended with a pile o f balls on either side o f the goal. T he 
defender picks up a ball and passes it to the attacker at the top of the 12M. T he defender runs up to the cone, 

- .--....	 placed on the center hash of 8M, bends down and touches it with her hand. O nce the defender has touched the 
cone, the attacker then tries to bea t the defender to the goal line ex tended. Th e go al keeper sho uld be 
communicating the force direction so the defend er knows how to position her bo dy on the approach. The attacker 
should always keep the defend er honest - if she can beat the defender to goal line extended, (on either side of the 
cage) she sho uldn't hesitate or slow down. If the attacker can beat the defender to the inside, she sho uld. 

Variations: 

•	 Remove the defenders sticks to emphasize footwork and body positioning 

•	 Allow the attackers to go to goal 
•	 Add an extra attacker and defender on one of the low cones to create a 2 v 2 or allow for a double team on 

the initial attacker 

Coach's Notes: 
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Drill Name: UCONN 1 v 1
 

Emphasi s: 1 v 1 o ffensive strategies including: dodging, footwork and stick pr ot ection ; 1 v 1 defensive stra tegies 
including: approaching an attacker, bre aking down foo twork, and anticipating the next play 

Description of Drill: T he UCONN 1 v 1 drill is set up with two line s o f players on either side o f the coach just 
in side the 12M. T he coach has a pile o f balls. T he coach designates the first defe nder (X2 in the diagram). T he 
coach th en thro ws a ball to the first attacker in the left line, Xl. Xl dodges to goal. If she scores, she returns to the 
end of the line and X2 remains as the defender. The coach then throws a ball to the first attacker in the righ t line, 
X3. X 3 will dodge to goal. If X 2 causes a turnover or the goal keeper makes a save, X 3 becomes the next defender 
and X2 re turns to the end o f the either line. T he defender can only exit the drill once she has ma de a stop or the 
goal keeper has ma de a save. T he attacker tha t does not score a goal or turns the ball over replaces as the new 
defender. 

Variations: 

• A dd an extra attacker and defe nder to crea te a 2 v 2 (add a pass rule) 

• Require that the de fender clears the ball successfully in order to be replaced 

Coach's Notes: 
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Drill Name: Challenge Box 

Emphasis: A ttacking skills in th e 8M: footw ork, off-ball movem ent, catching and shooting under pre ssure; 
defensive skills in the 8M: marking the cutter, 1 v 1 defense in a small space 
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Description of Drill: T he Challenge Box is set up with five "feeders" (players with balls) and four " helpers" 
(players without balls) positioned aro und the 12M. O ne attacker and one defender is set up inside the 8M. T he 
attacker in the middle makes multiple cut s in any dire ction, receives a pass from any feeder and go es to goal. The 
defender tries to deny the pass and defend the 1 v 1 to goal. The attacker can use any of the four "helpers" to 
create options by feeding to an outside player along the 8M once receiving the initial inside pass. Foll owing five 
attempts to sco re, players rota te position s. Players on the perimeter may move around the 12M, but not en ter the 
8M. 

Variations: 

•	 Add a seco nd defender to the middle of 8M to create a 1 v 2 

•	 Use 6 feeders and 6 help ers - on the last feed into the attacker, every player is live and plays out the 7 v 7 
settled attac k 

•	 O n goalkeeper save, add a clearing pass to the defender who must break to the restraining line 

Coach's Notes: 
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Emphasis: 8M shooting and defe nding and guick goal keeper clears 
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Description of Drill: 8 Meter shooting and 8 Me ter defense are important skills that must be prac ticed. Start by 
setting up 7 lines at each hash mark. The first player in the line on the left, second inside hash mark sho uld pick up 
a ball. There should be a defender behind the attacker, simulating the player who conuni tted the foul. The first 
player on the left, first inside hash mark and the center hash mark are the adjacent defenders. (There can also be 
defende rs low on each side of the crea se.) On the coac h's whi stle, the attacker takes an 8 Meter sho t and the 
defense collapses . On a goal keeper save, the defende r who conunitted the foul, should look to breakout toward the 
restraining line to receive the clear from the goal keepe r. This set should be replicated at each hash mark. 

Variations: 

•	 Add attac ker(s) and defend er(s) Iow a n the creas e so that players can work on feeding to the low attackers 
or receiving the feed (instead of taking the 8M sho t) 

•	 Add fitness be fore this drill so that the players are tired when executing their 8 Meters 

Coach's Notes: 
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Drill N arne: Clear Through, Dodge, Pass, Pass
 

Emphasis: O ffensive movement, quick passing and shooting from the wings 

Description of Drill: Clear T hrough, Dodge, Pass, Pass is set up with three lines just inside the 12M. There is a 
pile of balls in the top left line. The first player, A l , picks up the ball and passes to the player in the center line, fh 
Aft er passing, Al cut s across the 8M to the far side (towards A3.) A fter Al cuts throu gh, A2 drives down the right 
side int o the space that Al just created. Once A2 hits the 8M, she sho uld roll back, switching the stick into her left 
hand. As A2 is curling, A3 releases up to the center of the 12M. A2 then passes to A3 who pass to A l on the 
backside, who catches on the move, entering the 8M for the sho t. (T he drill should be executed in the opposite 
direction as well so that players are shooting with their left hand on top ; a pile of balls in the top right line.) 

Variations: 
•	 Add defend ers to the drill makin g it a 3 v 3; ensure that the attackers continue to run the motion and don 't 

just start free lancing or cutting aimlessly 

Coach's Notes: 
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Drill N arne: Harvard 4 Point Pick Drill
 

Emphasis: Offensive movement, pick setting, timing of cuts and feeding on the move 
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Description of Drill: The H arvard 4 P oint Pick drill is set up wi th four lines, two up top just outside o f the 8M and 
two down low on either side of the crease beneath goal line extended. A 1 starts with the ball. A1 passes the ball 
down to A1. After making the pass, A1 cuts toward the cage (as if to receive the ball back on a "give and go .") A1 

then turns and sets herself on th e center hash of the 8M (with her back to the goal, feet set with her stick between 
her shoulders). A1 is setting a pick for A4. As A1 is setting the pick, A1 passes the ball behind the net to A3• A4 

comes off the pick and Al rolls toward s the cage. A3 can feed either A4 or 1\ 1 for the sho t. 

Variations: 
•	 Add defend ers to the drill making it a 4 v 4; concede the first two passes and make the defenders live when 

the ball gets to A3; ensure that the attackers continue to run the motion and don't start free lancing 
•	 Add defend ers to the drill making it a 4 v 4 that is live from the first pass 

Coach's Notes: 
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Drill Name: 2 Man Crisscross/Bump Drill 

Emphasis: 2-Man attack: off-ball movement, cutting in the 8M, pick setting, and catching and shoo ting under 
pressure; 2- Man defense: off-ball awareness, field vision, covering cutters 

Description of Drill: The 2 Man Crisscross/Bum p Drill starts with two lines of attack and one line of defense 
around the 12M. (There can either be one feeder, a line of feeders or a coach can serv e as the feeder. ) After 
communicating with each other, the two attack players will work to get open to receive a pass from the feeder. 
They have two op tions: to crisscross each other or to bump off of one another. The purpose of crisscrossing or 
bumping is to confuse the defenders, making it difficult for the defenders to cover them. T he defenders can decide 
to play man-to-man defense and fight through the cuts to stay with their original player, or the defenders can 
" zone" their attackers and play space. (I f the defense decides to " zone" the cutters they can organize cutters by 
direction or timing: i.e. picking up cutters to the right or left or taking first cutter off or second cutter off.) Each 
attacking pair should get two or three feeds and then the drill resets with the next pair of attackers and defenders. 

Variations: 
•	 Add extra attackers and defenders to the s tack 

•	 Add a defender on the feeder 

•	 Add an extra attacker as a feeder on the other side of the crease so that the cutters can receive the ball from 
either side of the crease 

Coach's Notes: 
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Drill Name: 3 v 3 Inside/Outside Drill 

Emphasis: A ttacking strategies o f a stack: o ff-ball movem ent, cutting in the 8M, pick-setting, and catching and 
shooting under pressure; Defending a stac k: o ff-ball awareness, field vision, covering cutte rs 

Description of Drill: The 3 v 3 In side/ O utside Drill is a very basic 3 v 3 with feeders. The rule of the drill is that 
the perimeter players cannot pass to perimeter players and the inside players can not pass to the inside players. Only 
players on the inside can score goals. The attackers on the inside should work together to receive the ball from a 
perimeter feeder. Attackers can score off of a feed from a perimeter player or can dod ge to goal once the ball has 
been feed into the middle. The ball should move quickly between the inside atta ckers and perimeter feeders to get 
good shot s on goal. The defenders sho uld play very aggressive defense - looking to deny passes from the perimeter 
feeders and aggressively double team once the ball is passed to an inside attacker. 

Variations: 

• Add extra attacker(s) and defender(s) to create a 4 v 4 or 5 v 5 in the middle 

• Create a man-down defense situa tion by rem oving an inside defender 

• Add defenders on the feeders 

Coach's Notes: 
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Drill Name: 3 v 2 into 4 v 3 

Emphasis: Unsettled man-up, man-down situations; change of possession and spatial awareness 
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Description of Drill: The 3 v 2 into 4 v 3 Drill begins with three lines of "Xs" along the end line behind the goal 
and four lines of "Os" along the restraining line . The first "0" in each of the top middle lines enters into the 8M 
(facing the "Xs " behind the cage.) The coach will throw a ball from the restraining line down to the first player in 

~	 the outside "X" line. The ball must travel behind the goal and then the "Xs" can attack the goal. The 3 v 2 is 
played out. On a shot, save, goal or turnover, the ball is cleared to one of the outside "0" lines. Both players in the 
outside "0" lines enter the drill and join the two "0 " players who are already in the drill. The three "X" players 
wh o were just on offense become the defenders in the 4 v 3. If the defenders gain posse ssion, they should clear the 
ball to the restraining line . If there is a shot or save, the drill resets . Halfway th rough the allo tted time for the drill, 
the "Xs" and "Os" should switch po sitions. 

Variations: 

• Add extra attacker(s) and defender(s) to create a 4 v 3 into 5 v 4 

Coach's Notes: 
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Drill N arne: Pressure Box 

E m phas is: Stickwork under pr essur e, catching and throwing with the outs ide hand, quick ball movem ent, findin g 
passing lanes; defensive communication , ball pressure, sliding, and anticipa ting pass ing lanes 
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Description of Dril1: Pressure box is set up with two, 10 yard x 10 yard boxes (with app roximately five yards in 
be twee n each box). One att acker, "X," is set up at each cone (four on the co rn ers of the box an d o ne in the 

-------..	 middle.) T he re is a line of defend ers, "0," in the middle between boxes . After two consecu tive passes made by the 
"Xs," a defend er, "0," is add ed. Every two co nsecutive passes made releases an additional defender "0" until five 
defen ders have en tered the drill. O nce there is a turnover (intercep ted pass, overthrow, drop ped pass that results in 
a ground ball made by th e defense), th e defend ers, "0," become the attackers in the adjac ent box. The "Xs" create 
a line in the middle between boxes and add one player for every two passes made by the "Os." T he drill goes back 
and fo rth between boxes o n eac h turnover. 

Variations: 

• Increase the size of the box and add more cones for more attackers 

• Increase or decrease th e number o f passes necessary befor e an add itional defender can add 

Coach's Notes: 
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Drill N arne: 7 Point Star Builder
 

Emphasis: Quick stickwo rk, passing and catching on the move and basic 1 v 1 o ffensive and defensive skills 

Description of Drill: T he 7 Point Star starts wi th balls in the low righ t line; the ball draws a square (moves from 
low to high, across, high to low) and then draws a "Z" (moves on the diagonal across the 8M, laterally left, and then 

,~- to top center). ((pas sing patt ern: Xl -7 X2 -7 X3 -7 X, -7 X, -7 X6 -7 X7) ) To create the 1 v 1, th e player at the 
sixth point of the star, passes to the seventh point and then approach es to play defense as the attacker dodges to 
goal. When creating a 1 v 2, players at th e fifth and sixth point slide in to double team the attacker in the seventh 
position, Lines rotate counter clockwise and each player moves one line to their right after the pass. The shooter 
need s to rotate up to X3's starting position. 

Variations: 
•	 Add additional balls after the third pass so that players are co nstan tly involved and the drill moves quick er 

•	 Build into a 3 v 2: H ave Xl and X, hold after making passes to become the defenders; Xs, X6 , X7 become 
the three atta ckers 

•	 Build into a 4 v 3: All players hold their spots after making their passes; Xl , X 2 , X3 , X 4 become the attackers 
and X, , X6 , X7 become the three defenders; once the ball gets to X7 the ball ge ts passed back down to X ito 
initi ate the 4 v 3 

Coach's Notes: 
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Drill Name: 3 v 3 Double Team Drill
 

Emphasis: Basic execution o f a double team and sliding patt ern 

Description of Drill: 3 v 3 Double T eam begins 'with thre e attackers and three defenders. The attacker o n the 
wing, A 2, starts with the ball. A 2 moves the ball up to the top attacker, A 1, and cuts through (undern eath A 1) to 
create space to dodge. At dodges to goal utilizing the space that was just created by A2's cut. The defender, D 2, is 
going to jum p the double by sliding to A 1. 0 1 and D 2 will lock in the double team. D 3 needs to make the second 
slide up to Az so that A1 cannot dump the ball over the defenders' heads. A1 can either try to dump the ball to A 2 or 
work to find A3 who sh ould be open lower near the crease. (E ncourage your goal keeper to communicate with the 
low defender and wo rk on hedging to the low att acker. It might be an opportunity for a go al keeper interception.) 
If the defenders slow down the ball, the attack can look to reset and execu te the drill again . 

Variations: 

• Move the low line across the 8M to the othe r side to lengthen the seco nd slide 

• Add another att acker and defender to make it a 4 v 4 (adding a cros s-crease slide) 

• Start the drill behind the cage to work on crease doubles and high to low second slides 

Coach's Notes: 
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Drill N arne: 4 Corner 1 v 1 into 4 v 4 

Emphasis: Competitive grou nd balls, transitioning from defense to attack or attack to defense 

f----------II-----II---
1v1 0 , XI	 x, c., x,o.	 X" 0 : 

\ / 

3v3 

o-. 
2v2 

X, O l-------l._ _ --'{ 
)L--...l.......-----.J x, ° j'------'-----' x, ° 

Description of Drill: Divide the team into two gro ups ("Xs" and "Os" are shown in the diagram above.) 4 
Corner 1 v 1 into 4 v 4 is set up with one line of "Xs" and one line of "Os" in each co rner. (T he two high corners 
are just inside the restraining line and the two low corners are on either side of the goal, at goal line extended, 

~	 outside the 12M. A coach rolls out a gro und ball to the high left corner and Xl and 0 1 compete for po ssession. 
Whoev er picks up the ground ball is the attacker and the other player in the defender. They play out a 1 v 1 to goal. 
Once the play in dead (sho t, goal, turnover), the coach will roll another ground ball to the low left corner and X2 

and O 2 will compete for possession. O nce either X 2 or O 2 picks up the gro und ball, they will attack the goal and the 
other will defender. Xl and 0 1 join the play creating a 2 v 2. Once the play is dead , the coach will ro ll a ball to the 
low right line and in the same manner, X3 and 0 3 will be joined by the first two pair s to create a 3 v 3. Once that 
play is dead, th e final gro und ball will be rolled to X, and O. in the top , right corner and the 4 v 4 will be played out. 
The drill then resets and players rotate to a new corner. 

Variations: 

• Add additional attackers and defenders and make the drill full field 

Coach's Notes: 
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Drill Name: 1 v 1 into 5 v 5
 

Emphasis: 1 v 1 atta cking and defending; wo rking on defensive body pos ition, off-ball awareness, recognizing 
slides, jumping double teams, and co mmunication 

Description of Drill: Five att ackers should set-up in a balanced offense around the 8M and each attacker should be 
marked up . Ea ch of th e five attackers will have a ball. The drill starts with the coach identifying the starting 
attacker and direction o f the drill, either clockwise or counter clockwise. In the above diagram, A 1 will attack first 

------ (in a 1 v 1) and the direc tion is clockwi se as shown by the position ofAz.) On the coach's whistle, the first attacker 
will play out a 1 v 1. O nce the play is dead (shot, goal, turnover), the adjacent att acker will start the play with the 
ball she has in her stick , joining the attacker and defender wh o played out the 1 v 1, creating a 2 v 2. Ea ch 
consecutive dead play results in the adjacent attacker starting her ball. The drill builds from a 1 v 1 into a 5 v 5. 

Variations: 
• Add extra attacker(s) and defender (s) to create a 6 v 6 or 7 v 7 

• Start the ball at various point around the 8M 

Coach's Notes: 

.----'" 
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Drill Name: 345 Drill
 

Emphasis: U nse ttled man-up, even, and man-down situations: identi fying the situa tion, communication and 
execution at full speed 

Description of Drill: 345 Drill is set up with two lines o f attack and one line of defense around the 15M. Before 
the drill begins, two att ackers and two defenders enter into the 8M zone, low on the crease. The coach will roll a 
ball to the designated attacking team and one attacker from each o f the top two lines will enter the drill. In each set, 

~	 the attack always has four players. As the coach rolls the ball to the attacker, the coach will yell one o f three 
possible commands, "3 ," "4," or "5." The number correlates to the total number of defenders that are in the drill. 
A t the coach 's command , "3," the coach will roll the ground ball to the atta cking line and only o ne defender from 
the top line will enter the drill, making the situ ation a 4 v 3, man-up o ffense. Once that play is dead , two new 
attackers and defenders from the top lines will en ter int o the 8M zone, low on the crease and the drill will repeat. 
At the coach 's command, "4," the coach will roll the ground ball to the attacking line and two defenders from the 
top line will enter the drill, making the situation a 4 v 4. If the coach yells, "5 ," three defende rs will enter the drill 
making it a 4 v 5, man-down o ffense. 

Variations: 

•	 Add extra atta cker and defender into the zo ne to star t the drill so that there is only one line of attack and 
defense. The coa ch commands "0," "1," or "2" which indicates the number of defenders wh o enter the 
drill for each set. 

Coach's Notes: 
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Drill N arne: 5 v 4 "W" Drill 

Emphasi s: Game-like midfi eld trans ition, unset tled situations, and communication 

A, A, 

o o o D 

Description of Drill: The 5 v 4 "W" D rill begins with five attacke rs evenly spaced between sidelines. Four 
defenders line up app roximately 5 yards ahead of the atta ckers, evenly spac ed be tween the attackers with their backs 
to the goal that they are defending. The attacker closest to the sideline (on either side) starts wit h the ball, passes to 

.'-----'"	 the closes t defe nde r, and releases up the field. The ball contin ues to pass between the att ackers and the defenders 
in a waterfall pattern , with each player releasing up the field towards the goal until the last attacker gains possession . 
O nce the last attacker gains possession , the play is a live 5 v 4 to goa l. 

Variations: 

•	 Add extra attacker(s) and defender(s) to crea te a 6 v 5 or 7 v 6 

•	 Star t the drill at the 50 yard line or the op posite restrai ning line to lengthen the field 

•	 Set up a 6 v 5 'W " drill and start with two attackers and one defend er in the zone (8M) to ultimately create a 
7 v7 

Coach's Notes: 
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Drill N arne: 5 v 5, 15 Second Draw Drill 

Emphasis: Draw tactics, cent er circle strategies, and tran sition 

x 
o 

x 
o 

Description of Drill: 5 v 5, 15 Second Draw Drill starts by putting 15 seconds on the clock and setting up a draw. 
Once the whistle sounds, players have 15 seconds to gain possession of the draw and score. The draw is set with 
two pairs on the circle and one pair behind each restraining line. As time is extremely limited, the pair behind the 

- ---"	 restraining line should be working to get op en so that the midfi elders can mo ve the ball in the air once po ssession is 
gained. 

Variations: 

•	 Add extra attacker(s) and defender(s) beneath the restraining lines to create a 6 v 6 or 7 v 7 

•	 Add additional time on the clock (:30, :45, :60) to allow for a settled offense if there is no fast break 

•	 Set up all players on the field so that players can work on holding the restraining line or advancing the ball 
depending on where the draw go es and wh o comes up with it 

Coach's Notes: 
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Drill N arne: 4 v 6 into 6 v 4 Drill 

E mphasis: Breakouts, clearing, redefending and executing man -up offense and man-down defense 

o 

o· 

Description of Drill: 4 v 6 into 6 v 4 starts with a goal keeper clear. On the goal keeper's "CLEAR" command, 
the four defend ers breakout and work to clear the ball to the restraining line. The re-d efending attackers will: lock 
off on each of the defenders, apply pre ssure on the goal keeper and have one additional, hovering attacker whose 

- ~	 job is to double the ball as soon as it is cleared. If at any point during the clear there is a turnover, the attackers 
should go straight to goal. If the defenders clear the ball to the restraining line succ ess fully, they will drop the ball 
on th e ground, turn around and get back into th e 8M. The closest attacker will pick up th e ground ball and star t the 
6 v 4. 

Variations: 

• Add extra attacker(s) and defender(s) to create a 5 v 7 / 7 v 5 

• Set up the 6 atta ckers in a zone ride instead of a m an-to-man 

Coach's Notes: 
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Drill Name: Dartmouth 5 v 5 Pressure Drill
 

Emphasis: T ransi tion, high-pressure defen se, and re-defending; o ff-ball movement, timing of cuts, and settled 
o ffense and defense 
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Description of Drill: D artmouth 5 v 5 Pressure Drill is set up from sideline to sideline. Generally the drill can be 
set-up between restraining lines or between one restraining line and the 50 yard line dep ending on how big the 
coach wants the width of the field. Cones are placed across the field, cutting the field in hal f. 5 "Xs" and 5 "Os" 

- ----- are set up on each side of the mid -line . The "Xs" on each side of the field are working together and the "Os" are 
working together. N o player on either team can cro ss the mid -line. The coach designates th e direction of the 
atta cking end for each team . If there is a goal, save, or turnover, the defending team works to clear the ball to their 
attac k on the opposite side of the field. This drill is continuo us; there is no stoppage or reset necessary. O n a goalie 
clear, the goalie must clear the ball to a player in her zone . (She cann ot clear the ball directly into her attacking 
zone.) 

Variations: 

•	 Add extra attacker(s) and defender(s) to create a 6 v 6 or 7 v 7 on each half o f th e field 

•	 Wh en running this drill as a 7 v 7, use a full-field set up to make the field bigger and mak e the drill more 
game -like 

•	 Allow on e player from each team freedom to cro ss the half way mark 

Coach's Notes: 
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Emphasis: G oal keep er clearing, breakout, and switching the fields; simulating a failed clear and unsettl ed, re-att ack 
situation 

A 
A 

o L----'-__->( 

A 

A A 
A A 
A A 

A 

A A 

D~ " 

A 

Description of Drill: JHU Horseshoe D rill starts with a goal keep er clear to an adjacent defender who is cutting up 
the field from goal line exten ded. As the defender is receiving the ball, there are two attac kers on the outside of the 
defender who are responsible for sprinting up the field to abo ut the 15M or 20M (where cones are strategically 

- --------,	 placed.) The atta ckers will turn and create a double team on the defender wh o is clearing the ball. O nce the 
defender engages the at tacking double team , she will run out of th e double and reverse th e ball back to the goal 
keeper. The goal keepe r will swing the ball to the defender on the opposite side . T he de fend er will then hit a high 
attacke r waiting at the restraining line. T he two defenders who were clearing th e ball will now defend the thr ee 
attackers (two involved in the double team and one who received the clear) in a 3 v 2 re-attack . 

Variations: 

•	 Make this drill full field by sending the three attackers (2 involved in the double team and 1 who received 
the clear) to the opposite end of the field where they will play defenders who are already in the zo ne 

•	 Add an additi onal trail defender behind the attacker awaiting the clear and release her when the attacker 
receives the ball to create a 3v3. 

Coach's Notes: 
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Drill Name: 2 v 1 into 7 v 6 (Full Field)
 

Emphasis: Unsettled, transition in man-up offense and man-down defense situations 
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Description of Drill: 2 v 1 into 7 v 6 starts with two attacking "X" players just inside the 50 yard line and one 
defending " 0 " player near the restraining line. The two attacking "Xs" will go to goal. On a goal or goal keeper 
save, the two attacking "Xs" will retreat to the opposite end of the field to play defense and the goal keeper will 
clear the ball to eithe r of the "0" outlet lines. The first player in each "0" outlet line will join the "0" already in 

- ~	 the drill to create a 3 v 2, attacking at the opposite end of the field. On a goal or goal keeper save, the three 
attacking " Os " will retreat to the opposite end of the field to play defense and the goal keeper will clear the ball to 
either of the "X" outlet lines. The first player in each "X" outlet line will join the two "Xs" already in the drill to 
create a 4 v 3, attacking at the opposite end of the field. Once the drill begins, all players stay in the drill until the 7 
v 6 has been played out. The attackers always play defense after a goal or sho t and the defending team always adds 
two additional players from outlet lines when tran sitioning to att ack . 

Variations: 

• Shorten the field (or use the width of the field) so that players have to execute in smaller spac e 

Coach's Notes: 
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Drill Name: 5 v 4 Continuous with Hovering D (Full-Field) 

Emphasis: Continuous transition , unsettled offense and defensive strategies, clearing and red efending 
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Description of Drill: 5 v 4 Continuous with H overing D is a full-field drill starts with five attacking "Xs" and four 
defending "Os." O nce there is a goal or sho t, the four defending "Os" will work to clear the ball and the five 
attacking "X s" will re-defend and work to get the ball back. If the "Xs " are succe ssful, they can re-attack. T he re

- ~	 defend ends when the ball cros ses the 50 yard line. ((As the goal keep er looks to clear the ball, players sho uld be 
setting up on the oppos ite side o f the field. T hree " O s" will set up across the field, slightly above the restraining 
line and four "Xs" will set up around the 15M.» The first two "Os" who break the 50 yard line will join the three 
hovering " O s" on the restraining line to create the five att acking player s on the opposite side of the field. They will 
attack five "Os" on four "Xs." ((As the play is occurring, three "Xs" will set up across the field, slightly above the 
restraining line and four " Os" will set up around the 15M.» 

Variations: 
• Add extra att acker (s) and defender(s) to crea te a 6 v 5 or 7 v 6 continuous with hovering D 

Coach's Notes: 
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OFFENSES:
 
SET PLAYS & MOTIONS
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Set Play: "3" 

There are 3 options off of this set play. 
Set Up: Play "3" is set up with two attackers 
behind the net, one attacker on each elbow of the 
8M, one attacker at the center hash of the 8M, and 
two attackers up top beyond the 12M. 

D escript ion: 

1.	 X2 starts with the ball. 

She passes it to X I and cut s in front o f the 
crease, looking for a quick, cro ss-post feed. (If 
X 2 takes both defend ers with her, X l would 
have a wide open crease roll.) 

2.	 As X2clears the front of the goa l, X4 and Xs 
will cut o ff o f the pick, set by X6. (X6sho uld 
have her back to the XI .) 

Once the cutters come o ff, X6 should roll, 
looking for a feed . If any o f the cutters are 
open, XI can look to feed. 

If the cutters are not used, X4 and X, clear the 
8M and X6 cuts across to set a pick for X7. 

3.	 Once ~ cut s across to set a pick for X 7, X I 
feeds the ball up to X3. (XI can either ho ld her 
position to look to draw shooting space, or she 
can clear in front of the crease.) 

x, _--_ Xs 

X10 

X3 'will look to dodge to goal. If she doesn't 
have the 1 v 1, she can look to feed X 7 cutting 
across the 8M or return the ball to X 2 (the 
release coming from the backside of the 
crease.) 

If the ball returns down low, the play resets . 
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This set play looks to create a 1 v 1, righty-sweep opportunity. 

X,,_---_ Xs 

Set Up: Play "J"is set up with one attacker behind 
the net, two attackers on each elbow of the 8M, 
and two attackers up top beyond the 12M. 

Description: 

1. Xl starts with the ball. 

X3 backdoors into the 8M to look for a quick 
strike feed from Xl. IfX3 do esn 't get the ball, 
she cuts all the way through to the oppo site 
stack. 

X2 pops out to receive the ball. 

Xl, ~ Xs 

Xl 

X4 <- - - - ...Q X , 

2. X 2 passes the ball up to X 4 and X2 cuts through 
the 8M towards the stack. X4 then passes the 
ball over to Xs. 

Xslooks ove r to the stack as if to await a cutter 
and quickly feed s the ball back to Xi. 

3. X, then look s to dodge 1 v 1 do wn the right 
hand side of the 8M. 

IfXl stands o n the left side of the crease, she 
can look to get her defender in shooting space. 
If X i's defender jumps the double, XI should 
look to curl around the back side o f the crease. 

X4 can make a cros s-p ost feed to Xl curling for 
a quickstick sho t. 
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Motion: "Stack"
 

Purpose: T he purposes of a "Stack" motion include: allowing more space for attackers to dod ge by lengthening 
defensive slides ; giving more space for attacker to cut (opens up visible lane s for feeders); it is also tricky to defend 
because covering cutters and seeing slides is extremely difficult 

Set Up: A "Stack" motion can be set up in a variety of different ways. There can be anyw here from two to four 
~.	 players in the Stack and anywhere from three to five attackers on the perimeter. The stack can be set up on the 

sides of the 8M or directly in the middl e. 

Description: The perimeter attackers should get th e ball moving quickly. If there is space to dodge, the perimeter 
attackers sho uld engage their defend ers. (If there is a weak defender that the attack is looking to exploit, have that 
attacker take one of the perimeter positions.) As the ball moves to the low attackers, the cutters in the stack should 
work to set pick s for on another, stagger and time their cuts. 

Options: 
1. Give and go on crease 
2. 1 v 1 at any o f the four perimeter points 
3. Feeds into the middle 
4. Draw and dumps to cutters into the middle (if defensive slides come from the defenders in the middle) 
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Motion: "Wheel"
 

Purpose: The purpose o f the ''\V'heel'' motion is to keep the defenders busy. In this motion, the attackers are 
continuously moving and cutting, increasing the difficulty for defenders to see and slides quickly. Setting up this 
motion on the crease is particularly difficult for defenders because their heads are turned down (toward the crease) 
making it very difficult to see cutters from up top. 

Set Up: The "Wheel" motion can either be set up with two attackers behind the net or three. (T he diagram above 
shows two attackers behind the net.) The thr ee top attackers are responsible for replacing with the low player, 
appropriately timing cut s into the 8M, constantly switching with the other top attackers, or taking the 1 v 1 when 
the ball is passed up. 

Description: X2 starts with the ball. X2 looks to feed X3 who is cutting backdoor. If X2 doesn't feed the ball, then 
she passes the ball back to X, and heads up to the elbow to replace X3. After cutting, X3 replaces X4 and X, drops 
down the backside to replace Xl. Xl can either look to crease role immediately or feed X2 wh o cuts backd oor and 
the "\X1heel" motion repeats. A t any time after the elbow backdoor cut, the low crease attacker can hit the high 
attacker, clear through and give the high attacker an opportunity to dodge 1 v 1 from the top. 

Options: 
1. Crea se roll 
2. Give and go on crease 
3. Back door cut s from the elbow 
4. Low to high feed and top dodge 
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OUTLINE 

.r< Session I: Athlete Training & Drills 

1.	 Athlete Training 

a. Strength and conditioning 

1. Lanes 

11. 5 minute plank or run 

ill. Circuits 

b.	 Footwork and agility 

L Ladder, hurdle, run 

11. Ball drop 

111. Pro agility shuttle 

c. Combined fitness and stickwork drills 

1. X Weave 

11. Full-field Sprint Drill 

iii. Hurdle Shooting 

_TT.	 Stickwork 

a. Review of stickwork 

1. Cradling/switching hands 

11. Faking/protection 

111. Throwing/catching 

rv, On the move 

rII.	 Shooting and Dodging 

a. Review of shooting techniques 

b.	 Review of dodges and keys to effective dodging 

L Face/split 

11. Roll/rocker 

ill. Crease: top dodge and inside roll 

c. Drills 

1. Northwestern Dodging Drills 

11. Dodge, Fade, Feed 

ill. Double Helix 
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OUTLINE 
Session I: Athlete Training & Drills, cont'd. 

1 'V. Ivls 

a. Review fundamentals of 1 v 1 offense 

1. Attacking with space and at speed 

11. Retreating vs. reattacking 

b. Review of fundamental of 1 v 1 defense 

1. ABCDs 

11. Body defense vs, checking 

c. Drills 

1. UCONN 1 v 1 

11. Challenge Box 
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OUTLINE 

~ Session II: Settled Offense 

I. Settled Offense 

a. Basic Offensive Concepts 

1. 

ii. 

111. 

1V. 

b. Drills 

1. 

11. 

111. 

1V. 

Pass and move 

Cutting 

Picks 

8 Meter Shooting 

Harvard 4 Point Pick Drill 

3 v 3 Inside/Outside Drill 

3 v 2 into 4 v 3 

8 Meters with D efense and Clears 

II. Executing A Successful Settled Offense 

a. 5 Keys 

1. Balance 

11. Read the defense 

111. Work together 

1V . Quick ball movement 

v. End each possession with a sho t 

b. Offensive Sets 

1. Free lancing 

11. Motion offense 

iii. Set plays 

IV. Man-up 

c. Examples of a motion offense and set plays 

1. Set play "3" 

ii. Set play "I" 
ill. Motion: Stack 

1V. Motion: \Vheel 
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OUTLINE 

-.. Session III: Settled Defense 

1. Settled Defense 

a.	 Basic Defensive Concepts 

1. 

11. 

iu, 

IV. 

v. 

b. Drills 

1. 

11. 

111. 

IV . 

Communication 

Sliding 

Double Teams 

Covering Cutters 

Checking 

Pressure Box 

3 V 3 Double Team Drill 

1 v 1 into 5 v 5 

345 Drill 

II. Executing An Effective Settled Defense 

a.	 4 Keys 

1. Fundamentally sound 1v1 defense 

11.	 Communication 

iii.	 Triple A: 

Athleticism/aggressiveness/anticipation 

IV.	 Awareness off-ball/body positioning 

b.	 Defensive Sets 

1. Man-to-man 

1.	 Low pressure vs. high pres sure 

11.	 Zone Defense 

1. Basic zone 

2. Backer zone 

ill. Man-down 
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SETTLED DEFENSE: DEFENSIVE SETS 

1.	 MAN-TO-MAN 
a.	 Low Pressure Man-to-Man 

1.	 Keys to getting into the set 
1.	 As the attackers enter into the zone (beneath the restraining line), every player should get 

themselves down to the 8M, face up, and find a player to mark 
ii, Keys to executing the set successfully 

1.	 All 7 defenders packed in on 8M (Sticks up, communicating) 
2.	 Establish who is on ball and where the help is (Head on a swivel mentality) 
3.	 Stick to the forcing scheme (i.e, down the wings, back to the middle, weak, etc.) 
4. Mark tighdy on cutters all the way through the 8M
 

ill. Why and when
 
1. Most basic defense for players to learn - "every player should have a #" 

a. Helps players to stay out of 3 seconds and shooting space 
2.	 Players can see slides quicker because the slides are shorter 
3.	 Can have a number of different forcing schemes to expose the opposing team's 

offensive weaknesses 
b.	 High Pressure Man-to-Man 

i.	 Keys to getting into the set 
1.	 Have everyone get into the 8M, pick up a player and then strategically pressure out on 

the ball; look to aggressive jump a slide and ensure that the adjacent defenders get out to 
deny an easy outlet pass 

2.	 Have the defenders aggressively out on their marks and look to create a double team out 
of transition (slow the ball down by trapping it at or near the restraining line, allowing 
the midfielders to back fill into the defensive end 

11.	 Keys to executing the set successfully 
1.	 Lots of on-ball pressure; on-ball defender should be playing the attacker well-outside the 

12M 
2.	 Adjacent defenders should be locked off on the adjacent attackers (to not allow an easy 

outlet pass) 
3.	 Defenders two away should be in a position to slide if the on-ball defender gets beat 
4.	 Defenders should get out to deny passes low and pressure behind the cage 
5.	 Create a ball-side overload - keep the ball on one side of the 8M 
6.	 Include your goal keeper! Have your goal keeper get out to deny passes to low attackers 

or attackers in the 8M if they are unmarked.
 
iii Why and when
 

1.	 Big risk - big reward mentality 
2.	 Athletic, fast defenders who can speed up the pace of play 
3.	 Don't want the allow an offense to settle, get in their offensive rhythm or have time to 

set up play 
c.	 Face Guard 

1.	 Keys to getting into the set 
1.	 Have the face guarder follow the attacker (line up on draw, behind restraining line, etc.) 
2.	 If the dominant attacker is a midfielder and the face guarder is a defender, have another 

midfielder face guard the attacker through transition and pass off once the opportunity 
presents itself 

11.	 Keys to executing the set successfully 
1.	 Ensure that the dominant attacker is marked tighdy 
2.	 Execute the defensive set of coach's choice 
3.	 Face Guarding Defender 

a.	 Athletic and fit 
b.	 Mentally and physically committed to only her assigned attacker 



c.	 Must communicate the location of the attacker at all times; must also 
communicate that she is not available for a slide and also let her teammates know 
if the attacker is coming to set a pick 

4.	 All Other Defenders 
a.	 Play defensive according to the coach's scheme (man-to-man, high pressure, low 

pressure, etc.) 
b.	 Lots of communication 

1.	 Ensure everyone is aware of where the dominant attacker is so that there 
are defenders who are in a position to hedge, help or slide (if she gets the 
ball) 

11.	 If the dominant attacker is able to get the ball, defenders need to 
communicate it so that there is a slide if necessary 

111.	 Why and when 
1.	 To limit the number of touches and opportunities for an opponent's dominant attacker 
2.	 To take an offense out of their routine 
3.	 To make weaker attackers handle the ball, make decisions, and score goals 

2.	 ZONE DEFENSE 
a.	 Basic Zone 

L	 Keys to getting into the set 
1.	 All players get into the 8M as quickly as possible so that they can cover their zones 

(typical set up: 1 =defender pressuring ball; 4 =defenders shelling the top of the 8M; 2 
=low crease defenders) 

2.	 Concede your ride to allow the midfields to get back into the zone 
11.	 Keys to executing the set successfully 

1. All defensive players must be active and in good solid body positioning: head on a 
~ swivel, sticks up and taking away the space 

2.	 The crease must be covered - players on the crease are not only responsible for crease 
challenges but they are relied upon to be mini-rovers: that is to take all of the cutters 
from the top so that top defenders can get back to their zones and to the collapse when 
the ball does get inside the 8M 

3.	 Cover the cutters and pass off - "Ifyou see her, take her" - Don't assume other people 
are covering open cutters!! 

4.	 COILAPSE - all defenders must collapse and contest the shot 
111.	 Why and when 

1.	 Players need to have a high "lax IQ" - they need to understand space and be able to 
think quickly 

2.	 If the opponent has strong dodgers, setting up a zone will limit their dodging 
opportunities and make them have to feed 

3.	 Zone defenses tend to slow down offenses, make them work in a tighter space for 
limited opportunities 

b.	 Backer Zone Defense 
1.	 Keys to getting into the set 

1.	 Out of transition - the goal keeper can play the lowest attacker, allowing a defender to 
hover in space and wait to close in on the double 

2.	 On a dead ball play (foul/shot) - the defense has an opportunity on a dead ball play to 
get organized, communicate with each other, and know where the backer is going to be 
coming from 

3.	 The backer can be released when the ball gets to a specific player or area on the field that 
the defense wants to exploit 

11.	 Keys to executing the set successfully 
1.	 Typical format: 1 =player pressuring ball; 3 = defenders shelling the top of the 8M; 1 = 

Rover; 2 = low crease defenders 



a.	 All players must be athletic with their sticks up in the passing lanes, playing 
aggressively and trying to anticipate the ball movement 

2.	 Wear the offense down - the key to a backer is to be aggressive yet patient (the more the 
attack has to work, the more tired they will get and the increased likelihood that they will 
turn the ball over) 

a.	 The backer doesn't have to be executed to perfection in order to be successful
it just takes 100% commitment from all of the defenders 

3.	 On-ball defender 
a.	 Heavy of on-ball pressure - be ok with getting beat 
b.	 Ensure that you are listening to the backer so that you can utilize her efficiently 
c.	 Dictate the direction of the attacker so that they play into your defensive scheme 

4.	 Off-ball defenders 
a.	 Adjacent defenders need to cut-off!deny adjacent attackers - don't let the ball 

carrier make an easy outlet pass 
b.	 Weak side/backside defenders need to collapse or sag into the middle in the 

event of a swing or skip pass 
c.	 Defenders should be constantly communicating, moving and anticipating - there 

is no resting on defensive; players have to be especially active when man-down 
d.	 Include your goal keeper! Have your goal keeper get out to deny passes to low 

attackers or attackers in the 8M if they are unmarked 
5.	 Backer defender 

a.	 Has to be athletic, fast, and fit 
b.	 Is responsible for following the ball to back up the on-ball defender 
c.	 Communicates will the on ball defender about forcing direction 
d. Ready to close double
 

ill. Why and when
 
1.	 Backer defenses are most successful when the opponent has any of the following 

tendencies: not very fast, doesn't handle pressure well, has weak stick skills, or doesn't 
like to feed 

2.	 At the end of the game when the other team appears tired - it's a great way to speed up 
the attack and make them rush their offense 

3.	 MAN-DOWN DEFENSE 
a.	 Man-Down 

1.	 Keys to getting into the set 
1.	 Identify the situation - make sure all players know that they are playing man-down and 

communicate it (in particular, make sure the goal keeper knows it is a man-down 
situation so that she can be active outside the crease if necessary) 

11.	 Keys to executing the set successfully 
1.	 Establish who is on ball; ball is the priority and the ball always needs to be covered 
2.	 All defenders (including the on-ball defender) should be sagged on the 8M 

a.	 If the attack puts a player in the middle of the 8M, that player should be covered 
at all times 

3.	 One defender is always going to have 2 attackers - communicate it and try to leave the 
least threatening attacker open on the backside 

4.	 Don't worry about getting the ball back (and don't chase the ball on a missed shot or 
errant pass); try to use as much time on the clock as possible so that you can allow your 
teammate to return 

ill.	 Why and when 
1.	 When a card has been issued, the defense will play man-down in the zone 
2.	 If there is miscommunication on the restraining line and not enough defenders have 

entered the 8M 
3.	 An unsettled, fast-break situation (off of a clear or draw) 



OUTLINE 

~ession IV: Midfield Play and Transition 

I. Midfield Play 

a. Basic Concepts 

1. Draw techniques 

11. Clears/Breakouts 

ill. Riding/Re-defending 

b. Drills 

1. 5 v 4 W Drill 

11. 4 v 6 into 6 v 4 

ill. Dartmouth 5 v 5 Pressure Drill 

IV. 5 v 4 Continuous with Hovering 5 

II. Executing a Successful Breakout 

a. 4 Keys 

1. Clearing 

11. Organization/spacing 

ill. Ball movement 

IV. Poise and handling pressure 

b. Fast-break vs. slow-break 

III. Executing a Successful Ride 

a. 3 Keys 

1. Organization 

11. Communication 

ill. Awareness off-ball/anticipation 

b. Ride Sets 

1. Man-to-man 

11. Zone 
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OUTLINE 

Session V: Goal Keeper Training----. 
1. Footwork and Agility Training 

a. Hand-eye coordination 

b. D rills 

II. Goal Ke eper Training 

a. Review of Fun dam entals 

1. Conununication 

11. Angles 

ui. Stick positioning 

rv . Stepping 

b. Presence outside of goa l circle 

c. Clearing 

d. D rills 
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Example Practice Plans 

Practice Plan One - 1.5 Hours 
10 Minutes - Wann Up/Stretch 
10 Minutes - Fitness/Conditioning 
~ Lanes 

- Plank or run 

- Hurdle, ladder, run 
20 Minutes - Stickwork 

- Partner passing routine - all quicks ticks; practice each skill individually and gradually build up 

• Right hand, left hand, right hand one-hand, left hand one-hand, right hand offside 
30 Minutes -	 Skills & Drills 

3 Stations - Focus: Attack 

• Shooting -	 Hurdle Shooting 

• Dodging - Dodge, Fade, Feed 

• 1v1s - UCONN 1 v 1 
20 Minutes - Scrimmage 

Practice Plan Two -1.5 Hours 
10 Minutes - Warm Up/Stretch 
20 Minutes - Stickwork 

Moving partner passing with lateral footwork 

• Right, left, one-hand right, one-hand left, 

• Catch right - throw left, catch left - throw right 
30 Minutes -	 Skills & Drills 

3 Stations - Focus: Defense 

• 3-Man Protection Drill 

• Lane Drills 
• Approach and Force Ladder Drill 

20 Minutes - Scrimmage 
10 Minutes - Fitness/Conditioning 

- Full Field Sprint Drill 

Practice Plan Three - 2 Hours 
15 Minutes - Warm Up/Stretch 

15 Minutes - Fitness/Conditioning
 
- Ladder work
 

20 Minutes - Stickwork 
- Stickwork w/ladders 

- Full-field passing on the diagonal (Add trail defender in order to work on protection) 

10 Minutes - Draws 
15 Second,S v 5 Draw Drill 

30 Minutes - Skills & Drills 
3 Stations 

• Challenge Box 
• Double Helix 
• Northwestern Dodging Drills 

20 Minutes - Scrimmage
 
10 Minutes - 8-Meters
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